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with all the storms we've been having

here in arizona, creepy crawly

critters are coming out! a dangerous

one to look out for would be the

colorado river toad, also known as

the Sonoran Desert toad, is found in

northern Mexico and the

southwestern United States. It exudes

toxins from glands within its skin

that can be highly toxic to both cats

and dogs. A few ways to indentify

them are:

 

 1. They have leathery skin that ranges

in color from olive brown to black 

 

2. low rounded orange-like bumps and

enlarged glands behind their eyes and

on the back of the limbs.

Welcome back PAWS pals! Summer is officially ending and

we are hopefully approaching cooler weather. With that

being said, there are few things to keep in mind when it

comes to your pet this fall! 

PSA! 
With the holidays

right around the

corner, be sure to

keep your pets

away from your

tasty treats.

The holidays are

a time to indulge

in all things

delicious so be

sure to keep

those halloween

bags in a safe

place!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mexico
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exudate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toxin


Tips for hiking with your pet!

Although there are plenty of beautiful trails in the

tucson area, they can be somewhat limited when it

comes to being dog friendly. This is because of the

reintroduction of big horned sheep that started in 1958.
This once endangered animal is highly sensitive to the

smell a dog (or even cat) will naturally leave on any

trail and will resolve in them feeling very stressed,
therefore unable to successfully thrive. here are a few

dog friendly trails in the tucson area! 

consider your pets physical condition

carry plenty of water

prepare for weather and terrain

follow all rules

carry a first aid kit

take extra caution during hunting season
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Canyon Loop Trail

Torolita Mountain Trail

Sweetwater preserve

madera canyon

chiva falls

mount lemmon
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